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ABSTRACT
We present a performance test of the Point Spread Function deconvolution algorithm applied to
astronomical Integral Field Unit (IFU) Spectroscopy data for restoration of galaxy kinematics. We
deconvolve the IFU data by applying the Lucy-Richardson algorithm to the 2D image slice at each
wavelength. We demonstrate that the algorithm can effectively recover the true stellar kinematics
of the galaxy, by using mock IFU data with diverse combination of surface brightness profile, S/N,
line-of-sight geometry and Line-Of-Sight Velocity Distribution (LOSVD). In addition, we show that
the proxy of the spin parameter λRe can be accurately measured from the deconvolved IFU data. We
apply the deconvolution algorithm to the actual SDSS-IV MaNGA IFU survey data. The 2D LOSVD,
geometry and λRe measured from the deconvolved MaNGA IFU data exhibit noticeable difference
compared to the ones measured from the original IFU data. The method can be applied to any other
regular-grid IFU data to extract the PSF-deconvolved spatial information.
Keywords: Galaxy kinematics; Galaxy rotation; Deconvolution; Astronomy data analysis; Spec-
troscopy;
1. INTRODUCTION
Integral Field Spectroscopy (IFS), or 3D spectroscopy
is an observational technique used to collect the two-
dimensional spatial information on the spectral prop-
erties of the target object. IFS observation can be
performed by using a single or multiple Integral Field
Unit(s) (IFU(s)), a module that captures one contiguous
region on the sky. Starting from SAURON IFU (Bacon
et al. 2001), many IFS instruments (GMOS (Allington-
Smith et al. 2002), VIMOS (Le Fe`vre et al. 2005),
IMACS (Dressler et al. 2011), PMAS/PPAK (Kelz et al.
2006), KMOS (Sharples et al. 2013), MUSE (Bacon
et al. 2010)) have been developed in the optical and
near-infrared. Nowadays there are thousands of publicly
available IFU data from a number of IFU surveys such as
ATLAS3D (Emsellem et al. 2011), DiskMass (Bershady
et al. 2010), CALIFA (Sa´nchez et al. 2016), SAMI (Scott
et al. 2018), and MaNGA (Bundy et al. 2015). However,
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all of the IFU data from fore-mentioned ground-based
surveys have a common limitation (unless corrected by
Adaptive Optics): spatial information degradation cor-
responding to the Point Spread Function (PSF). PSF is
a combination of the atmospheric seeing, the aberration
from the telescope and instrument optics, and the sam-
pling size/scheme. Notably, the effect becomes more
severe for the data obtained by bare fiber-based IFU,
because of the physical gap between sampling elements
which enlarges effective PSF size. Due to the effects of
PSF, every derived, measured, or fitted quantities from
the IFU data are smoothed and becomes spatially cor-
related. To extract the spatially resolved information as
much as possible from the IFU data, one must minimize
the effects of PSF. A way to correct for the PSF effects
is the forward modeling; use of flux-weighted PSF con-
volution to the 2D model quantities (Cappellari 2008;
Bouche´ et al. 2015). However, this is only an approxi-
mation that does not fully reflect the PSF effects.
Historically, there were numerous attempts that tried
to mitigate the effects of PSF on 2D images in the field of
signal/image processing in particular (see the summaries
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by Bongard et al. (2011), Villeneuve & Carfantan (2014)
and references therein). However, those techniques are
not directly applicable to the astronomical data since
they are optimized to three channel color images or im-
ages with different characteristics compare to astronom-
ical images. There were studies in the field of astronomy
that adopted deconvolution, such as optimal spectrum
extraction from the CCD image (Courbin et al. 2000;
Lucy & Walsh 2003), or reduction of the Spitzer slit
spectroscopy data (Rodet et al. 2008). More recently,
several techniques (Bourguignon et al. 2011; Soulez et al.
2011; Bongard et al. 2011; Villeneuve & Carfantan 2014)
were proposed to restore the 3D-correlated IFU data
in both spatial and spectral direction in the context of
MUSE (Henault et al. 2003). Bongard et al. (2011) uti-
lized the prior knowledge on the spatial and spectral
correlation to deconvolve the IFU data by using a regu-
larized χ2 method. This technique requires two hyper-
parameters for the deconvolution, however, the param-
eters are determined not by quantitative criteria but by
visual inspection of the results from various sets of pa-
rameters through trial and error. Villeneuve & Carfan-
tan (2014) proposed to use the nonlinear deconvolution
technique on the IFU data with Markov-Chain Monte-
Carlo in Bayesian framework, to recover the flux, rela-
tive velocity, and the velocity dispersion distribution of
the target. The technique was demonstrated on the sim-
ulated IFU data from the mock observation of objects
with two separated emission lines.
In this work, we explore a general method mitigat-
ing the effects of PSF that can be applied to any kind
of IFU data. In particular, we study the performance
of the direct PSF deconvolution method applied to ex-
tended sources (galaxies) to restore their true kinemat-
ics. This work was motivated for the study of stellar
kinematics of SDSS-IV MaNGA survey galaxies. We
use the Lucy-Richardson (LR) algorithm (Richardson
1972; Lucy 1974), which is one of the simplest decon-
volution techniques and requires a minimum number of
parameters. We validate the algorithm using mock IFU
data and show that the kinematics of galaxies can be
well-restored through our deconvolution procedure. In
addition, we apply the deconvolution method to measure
the spin parameter λRe (Emsellem et al. 2007), which is
a widely-used proxy of the galaxy angular momentum.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In section 2,
we introduce the LR deconvolution algorithm and its
implementation to the IFU data. We demonstrate the
validity of the deconvolution technique using the mock
IFU data in section 3. In section 4 we illustrate the
example of deconvolution to the MaNGA IFU data. We
finally show how the application of the deconvolution
improves the measurement of the spin parameter λRe in
section 5, and present a summary in section 6.
2. PSF DECONVOLUTION OF IFS DATA
2.1. Lucy-Richardson Deconvolution Algorithm
Lucy-Richardson (LR) deconvolution algorithm is an
iterative procedure to recover an image which is blurred
(convolved) by a PSF. The algorithm is introduced here
in a simple form,
un+1 = un ·
(
d
un ⊗ p ⊗ p
)
(1)
where un is nth estimate of the two-dimensional max-
imum likelihood solution (u0 = d), d is the original
PSF-convolved image, p is 2D PSF, and ⊗ denotes 2D
convolution. If d follows the Poisson Statistics and un
converges as iteration proceeds, un becomes the maxi-
mum likelihood solution (Shepp & Vardi 1982). The LR
deconvolution method has several advantages that 1) it
is straight-forward to implement, 2) requires only a few
parameters to perform, 3) can perform fast on an av-
erage computing machine (takes less than 4 minutes on
2.67 GHz single core CPU when applied to 72×72×4563
cube (x × y × wavelength) with 11 × 11 size PSF).
If the shape of the PSF is known as Gaussian, then
only two parameters are required to the procedure: 1)
Full-Width-Half-Maximum (FWHM) of Gaussian and
2) a number of iterations. The algorithm produces a
non-negative solution since it assumes Poisson Statis-
tics. However, there are well-known drawbacks of the
algorithm, 1) the noise amplification, and 2) the ringing
artifact structure around sharp feature, both happen as
the number of iteration (Niter) increases (Magain et al.
1998). Therefore, the relation between the number of
iteration and the quality of the deconvolved data should
be investigated before using the deconvolved data for
further scientific analysis.
2.2. Implementation to the IFU Data
We develop a Python3 code to apply the LR decon-
volution algorithm to an optical IFU data. We consider
an IFU data as a combination of 2D images at multi-
ple wavelength bins, and perform deconvolution method
to the 2D image slice at each wavelength bin indepen-
dently. In other words, we apply the deconvolution
method only in the spatial directions, not in the spectral
direction. The core part of the procedure is written to
follow Equation 1. We implement Fast-Fourier Trans-
form (FFT)(Cooley & Tukey 1965; Press et al. 2007) to
increase the speed of the procedure. The algorithm re-
quires 2D image of PSF which has identical size to the
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input 2D image slice. Here we use 2D Gaussian func-
tion image as a PSF but it can be any other shape in
practice.
To cope with the wavelength dependency of the PSF
FWHM size, we assume the size of PSF FWHM as a
linear function of wavelength, and deconvolve 2D image
slice at each wavelength bin with corresponding PSF
FWHM size. We apply a zero padding on the 2D slice
image to increase its size to 2N × 2N before deconvolu-
tion to maximize the execution speed of FFT. After the
zero padding, the zero-padded pixels, bad pixels and all
non-positive pixels are marked. The marked pixels are
replaced by proper non-zero values to avoid having oscil-
lation feature around the masked pixels or having invalid
pixel values after the deconvolution. The marked pixels
are substituted by an iterative value-correction process,
which alters the marked pixels to the average of the near-
est positive pixel values. The value-correction process is
applied multiple times until the boundary of the data
is extended by three times of FWHMPSF. This process
significantly reduces the artificial effect due to the sharp
edge in the result of the deconvolution. Finally, the
LR deconvolution algorithm is performed on the value-
corrected 2N × 2N size image. The values which were
replaced by the value-correction process are masked to
zero after the deconvolution, and the padded region is
cut out. We present the deconvolution code in Python3
for public use available on GitHub1.
3. DECONVOLUTION METHOD PARAMETER
DETERMINATION AND PERFORMANCE TEST
In this section, we verify the reliability of the decon-
volution method and also determine the proper value
of the deconvolution parameter, the number of itera-
tion. We also check the acceptable range of the other
deconvolution parameter, FWHMPSF, when the value
is different from the correct FWHMPSF value which is
originally applied to the PSF-convolved IFU data. We
use three sets of mock IFU data: first one where no PSF
is convolved, second one where a PSF is convolved to the
first one, and third one where the PSF is deconvolved
from the second one by our deconvolution method. The
first set of mock IFU data is generated by using a model
galaxy with various photometric and kinematic param-
eters. We use differences between the true galaxy model
parameter values and the corresponding parameter val-
ues which are extracted from the PSF-deconvolved mock
1 http://github.com/astrohchung/deconv, An example code to de-
convolve a MaNGA IFU data and compare the 2D kinematics
measured from the original and the deconvolved MaNGA data is
provided (Partially reconstruct Figure 9)
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Figure 1. Example of rotation curve model. Each line shows
different shape at the outskirt described by 1/R2 value (when
VROT = 100 km/s and R1=2
′′) Vertical dotted line indicates
R1.
IFU data as metrics of the deconvolution performance.
Using those metrics, we quantify the effect of the decon-
volution, and determine the proper deconvolution pro-
cedure parameter values (Niter and FWHMPSF).
3.1. Mock Galaxy Model
We define a mock galaxy model which resembles an
actual rotating galaxy. Our mock galaxy is composed
of simple photometric and kinematic models, which are
flux distribution with the Se´rsic profile and kinematic
distribution with thin-disk approximated galaxy rota-
tion curve (RC) function and a simple radial velocity
dispersion function.
We use a model of galaxy with infinitely thin-disk
shape and ordered rotation. There are several functional
forms to describe the typical shape of the disk galaxies:
an arc tangent (Puech et al. 2008), a hyperbolic tangent
(Andersen & Bershady 2013), and an inverted exponen-
tial (Feng & Gallo 2011). All these model have a RC
converging to a constant velocity at their outer radii,
namely the well-known flat rotation curve. Although
it is non-trivial to describe the complex shape of the
real RC in a simple form, we try to improve the current
model while maintaining its simple form. We propose
the following RC model which is a combination of the
hyperbolic tangent function and a linear term,
V (r) = VROT
[
tanh
(
r
R1
)
+
r
R2
]
(2)
where VROT is a maximum circular velocity if 1/R2 =
0, R1 is a characteristic radius where the curve slope
changes, and 1/R2 is the slope of the curve at its outer
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Table 1. Mock IFU Data Parameters (Group 1 and 2)
Parameter Value
IFU field of view (′′) 32
IFU radial coverage in Re 2.5
S/N at 1Re 10, 20, 30
Se´rsic index 1, 4
Inclination (◦) 40, 55, 70
Position Angle (◦) 15
VROT (km/s) 200
3, -0.05
3, 0.00
R1 (′′), 1/R2 (1/′′) 3, 0.05
2, 0.05
4, 0.05
σ0 (km/s) 150
σ′ 1
FWHM coefficient c0 (′′)
2.6 (Group 1)
2.3, 2.6, 2.9 (Group 2)
FWHM coefficient c1 (×10−5 ′′/A˚) -1.2
Redshift 0.02
Note—S/N at 1 Re is defined as median S/N of a spaxel around
1 Re per spectral element.
radii. Figure 1 shows a few examples of this model with
different signs of 1/R2. The advantage of this model is
that it can describe the inclined/flat RC at the outer
radii, as well as the rigid body rotation motion at near
the center of galaxy, which are typical observed in the
rotation curve of real galaxies. We would like to point
out that there is a degeneracy between R1 and 1/R2 in
term of the shape of the curve. For example, the shape of
RC model with certain R1 = a and 1/R2 = b is identical
to the other RC model with R1 = ca and 1/R2 = b/c.
Therefore, to compare the shape of different set of our
RC model parameters, a normalized RC outer radius,
R1/R2, should be used.
We use the line-of-sight velocity dispersion function
σr =
σ0
σ′r/R1 + 1
, (3)
where σ0 is a velocity dispersion at the center, r is a
circular radial distance from the center of a galaxy, and
R1 is a characteristic scale which is set to be identical
to the one in the RC model. The slope of σr is mainly
described by the R1, but σ
′ is introduced to provide an
additional freedom to the slope (subsection 5.1). The σr
form is taken from Graham et al. (2018) with slight mod-
ification, and it also well describes the actual velocity
dispersion distribution of galaxies (see subsection 4.3).
3.2. Mock IFU Data
Table 2. Mock IFU Data Parameters (Group 3)
Parameter Value
IFU field of view (′′) 12, 17, 22, 27, 32
IFU radial coverage in Re 1.5, 2.5
S/N at 1Re 10 - 30
Se´rsic index 1, 4
Inclination (◦) 10 - 80
Position Angle (◦) 15
VROT (km/s) 50 - 300
R1 (′′) 1 - 4
1/R2 (1/′′) -0.1 - 0.1
σ0 (km/s) 50 - 300
σ′ 1
FWHM coefficient c0 (′′) 2.3 - 2.9
FWHM coefficient c1 (×10−5 ′′/A˚) -3.6 - 1.2
Redshift 0.02
Note—S/N at 1 Re is defined as median S/N of a spaxel
around 1 Re per spectral element. When values of a pa-
rameter are listed with comma, one of the value is ran-
domly selected. When values of a parameters is given in
range (with hyphen), value is selected randomly within
the range.
We generate three groups of mock IFS data using
the fore-mentioned photometric and kinematic galaxy
model. Each group of mock IFU data is determined by
multiple sets of model parameters, and each mock IFU
data is generated to follow the two-dimensional velocity,
velocity dispersion and flux distribution determined by
a set of model parameters. The detail of mock IFU gen-
eration process is described in Appendix A. Here, we
only describe the composition of each mock IFU data
group.
The purpose of Group 1 is to investigate the perfor-
mance of the deconvolution with respect to the number
of deconvolution iterations. We determine sets of model
parameters as in Table 1 to elaborate the diverse prop-
erties of galaxies. We use the realistic model param-
eters which could represent the photometric and kine-
matic distributions of actual galaxies such as the target
galaxies of SDSS-IV MaNGA IFU survey. The S/N at
one half-light radius (1 Re) is defined similarly to the
MaNGA data, which ranges S/N=14-35 per spatial ele-
ment per spectral resolution element in r band (Bundy
et al. 2015). We also choose the shape and size of mock
IFU field of view as same as the MaNGA IFU data,
which has hexagonal shape with the field of view size of
12 ′′ to 32 ′′ in vertex to vertex with the size of spatial el-
ement as 0.5 ′′ by 0.5 ′′. Combination of each parameter;
S/N at 1 Re, Se´rsic index (nSe´rsic), inclination angle,
R1, and 1/R2 yields 90 sets of mock galaxies (3×2×3×5
= 90) (see subsection 3.1 for the definition). For each set
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of galaxy parameters we construct three types of mock
IFU data. Type 1 (Free) is an ideal IFU data without
any PSF convolution or noise (i.e. free from atmospheric
seeing effects and optical aberrations). Type 2 (Conv)
is a realistic IFU data where Gaussian PSF is convolved
and the Gaussian noise is added. Type 3 (Deconv) is
a PSF-deconvolved IFU data which is obtained by per-
forming the deconvolution method to the Type 2 IFU
data. We generate 25 Conv IFU data from each Free
mock IFU data by adding Gaussian random noise with
25 different random seeds. By using the distribution of
the parameters measured from mock IFU data with dif-
ferent random noise, we obtain the statistical distribu-
tion of each extracted galaxy model parameters. Also,
we assume the wavelength dependent FWHMPSF which
corresponds to the FWHMPSF,λ = c0 + c1×λ, where c0
and c1 are as in the Table 1. Lastly, 20 Deconv IFU data
are produced per each Conv IFU data with Niter = 1
to 20. In total, 90 Free, 2,250 Conv, and 45,000 Deconv
mock IFU data are produced as Group 1.
Group 2 is designed to investigate the impact of the
two types of FWHMPSF value to the performance of
the deconvolution method; 1) FWHMConv value which
was convolved to the PSF-Free IFU mock data, and 2)
FWHMDeconv value which is used for the deconvolution
procedure. This is to verify the effect of deconvolu-
tion in practical situation where 1) each IFU data is
observed with various atmospheric seeing size and 2)
the FWHMDeconv being different from the actual effec-
tive FWHMConv. These effects are identified to ensure
that the deconvolution provides more accurate kinemat-
ics compare to the one from the non-deconvolved data
even with a little inaccurate FWHMDeconv. We again
construct three types of mock IFU data using the pa-
rameters given in Table 1. Group 2 - Type 1 data is
identical to the Group 1 - Type 1 data. For each of the
Group 2 - Type 1 Free IFU data, we produce 75 Conv
IFU data by using 3 different c0 values and the 25 dif-
ferent random noise seed per each c0 value. 13 Deconv
IFU data are produced per each Conv IFU data with
13 different FWHMDeconv values, which ranges within
± 0.3′′ from the c0 value with 0.05′′ interval. Niter is
fixed as 20 times. In total, 90 Free, 6,750 Conv, and
87,750 Deconv mock IFU data are produced as Group 2.
Lastly, we produce Group 3 data using a range of mock
galaxy model parameters as in Table 2. This is to ver-
ify the performance of deconvolution in more diverse
combination of galaxy photometric and kinematic dis-
tributions. 40,000 sets of galaxy model parameters are
determined randomly in Monte-Carlo way, and 1 Free,
1 Conv, 1 Deconv mock IFU are generated for each set.
In total, 40,000 Free, 40,000 Conv, and 40,000 Deconv
IFU data are produced as Group 3.
3.3. Kinematics Measurement and Rotation Curve
Model Fitting
We measure the line-of-sight kinematics from the
mock IFU data produced in subsection 3.2 and fit the
RC model on the measured 2D kinematic distribution to
extract the RC model parameter values. We use an IDL
version of the Penalized-Pixel Fitting (pPXF)(Cappellari
& Emsellem 2004; Cappellari 2017) procedure to extract
the Line-Of-Sight-Velocity-Distribution (LOSVD) from
the mock IFU data. To minimize the pPXF computa-
tion time, we use model SEDs identical to the ones that
we used for the mock generation (see Appendix A), and
fit only the velocity and the velocity dispersion with-
out any additive or multiplicative Legendre polynomials
or high-order kinematic moments. Following the recipe
from Cappellari (2017), 1) we match the spectral reso-
lution of the model SED to that of the mock IFU data,
and 2) we de-redshift the mock IFU spectra to the rest
frame before extracting the LOSVD. We also masked the
wavelength around the known emission lines, although
there is no emission line in the mock IFU spectra. Con-
sidering the wavelength coverage of the mock IFU data
(3,540 to 7,410 A˚; see Appendix A), we limit the fit-
ting wavelength range as from 3700 to 7400 A˚ for the
LOSVD measurement.
We fit our RC model (Equation 2) to the extracted 2D
velocity map of mock galaxies to quantify the shape of
the rotation curve. From the fitting, we obtain the RC
model parameters (VROT , R1, 1/R2) and the kinematic
geometrical parameters (center x, center y, position an-
gle and inclination angle). The fitting procedure uses
the minimum χ2 method that finds a set of parameters
which is minimizing the χ2 between the true 2D velocity
map and the measured 2D velocity map. The following
equation describes the 2D model velocity map,
Vobs(r
′, φ′) = VSYS + V (r) sin i cos(φ− φ0) (4)
where r′ is the distance from the kinematic center of
the galaxy to each pixel on the sky, r is galaxy-centric
radius in the de-projected plane, VSYS is a systematic
line-of-sight velocity of the kinematic center, i and φ0 are
kinematic inclination angle and the position angle in the
observed (projected) plane. Including the delta ∆x and
∆y from the kinematic center position in the observed
plane, eight parameters are fitted simultaneously (VSY S ,
VROT , R1, 1/R2, i, φ0, ∆xcent, and ∆ycent).
The minimum χ2 method is sensitive to the initial val-
ues when there are multiple fitting parameters, in par-
ticular for the geometrical parameters (i, φ0, ∆xcent,
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and ∆ycent). To fit the 2D RC model with suitable ini-
tial parameter values, we first fit the 2D Se´rsic model to
the reconstructed g-band image of the mock IFUs be-
fore fitting the RC model. The geometrical parameters
obtained from 2D Se´rsic model are used as the initial
value of the 2D RC model fitting.
There are two caveats in fitting our RC model.
1. The velocity map should cover sufficiently large
radial range along the major axis compare to the
R1, otherwise the 1/R2 parameter cannot be ac-
curately determined. In particular, it is important
to have sufficient radial coverage along the major
axis. The radial coverage along the minor axis con-
tributes significantly less than the coverage along
the major axis to the RC model fitting, because of
the cos(φ− φ0) term in Equation 4.
2. The 2D RC model is less sensitive to the galaxies
with too low or too high inclination angle. Due
to the sin i term in the Equation 4, VROT term
is often inaccurately measured at low inclination
angle (close to face on). At high inclination an-
gle, the fitting result is not reliable because of the
relatively small number of data points along the
major axis, and the significant PSF convolution
effects which scrambles the information between
the measured quantities on and out of the major
axis, even in the PSF-deconvolved mock IFU data.
In Appendix B, we analyze the RC model fitting re-
sult of the Group 3 mock IFU data and derive ana-
lytic criteria to ensure the accuracy of the RC model
fitting result. We find that when the result satisfies
Rmax,S/N>3,major/R1 > 2.5 and the fitted inclination
angle falls on 75◦ > i > 25◦, the fitting results are con-
sidered reliable. In addition, we find that the model pa-
rameter values measured from the mock IFU data with
field of view equal to 12′′ are not well recovered because
of insufficient number of valid data points (S/N > 3) in
such a narrow field of view with a given spatial element
size (0.5′′ by 0.5 ′′). In further analysis, we only consider
the fitting results those are satisfying the above criteria
(Rmax,S/N>3,major/R1 > 2.5 and 75
◦ > i > 25◦).
3.4. Results and Discussion
In this subsection, we present the performance of our
deconvolution method by using the mock IFU data. We
show the relation between the restored kinematics and
the deconvolution parameters (Niter, FWHMDeconv)
and discuss the adequate choice of the deconvolution
parameters. Lastly, we demonstrate the feasibility of
applying our deconvolution method to more generalized
cases, by showing the test result of the deconvolution
method to mock IFU data with various combination of
the galaxy surface brightness distribution, galaxy inner
and the outer kinematics, its geometry, radial coverage
and S/N of data, geometry, and size of the convolved
PSF size.
3.4.1. Effects of PSF Convolution and Deconvolution
Figure 2 shows the effects of PSF convolution and
deconvolution by using the test result from one of the
Group 3 (Monte-Carlo) mock IFU data (nSe´rsic = 1,
S/N1Re = 25, i = 48
◦, VROT=212 km/s, R1=3.7′′,
1/R2=0.02 (1/
′′), σ=74 km/s, FWHMPSF=2.88′′, field
of view = 32′′). Panels on the leftmost column show
the 2D or 1D quantities measured or extracted from the
Free IFU data. The quantities match very well with
the model 2D photometric and kinematic distributions
which we put into, meaning that the mock IFU data is
constructed accurately in accordance with the model pa-
rameters. The second left column presents distributions
from Conv IFU data, and the second right column dis-
plays the difference between the leftmost and the second
left column. As expected, the panels clearly exhibit the
noticeable changes in all three quantities (flux, velocity,
and the velocity dispersion) caused by the PSF convolu-
tion. The difference in Fluxmajor and Vmajor 1D profiles
(the second right column) also show evident deviation
between the Conv and the Free. In particular, the char-
acteristic radius of the rotation curve (R1, represents
the size of the inner linear part) is increased by the PSF
convolution. The overall velocity dispersion around the
center is also increased, but at the very center the disper-
sion is decreased. This is caused by the combination of
the PSF convolution effects on the line-of-sight (LOS)
velocity, and the velocity dispersion distribution. The
convolved PSF increases the velocity dispersion, in par-
ticular along the minor axis because of the the opposite
direction of LOS velocity along the minor axis.
On the other hand, the convolved PSF will smooths
the velocity dispersion distribution so that it decreases
the velocity dispersion at the center but increases the
dispersion around the center because the center has both
the brightest point and the highest velocity dispersion.
The central column presents the distributions from
Deconv IFU data, and the rightmost column shows the
difference between the Deconv and Free. It is clear that
the difference between the Deconv and the Free is signifi-
cantly less than the same between the Conv and the Free.
Compare to the Conv column, the apparent b/a ratio is
decreased, the flux at the center is increased, and the
R1 of the rotation curve is now much closer to the one
from the Free column. The difference in both velocity
and velocity dispersion distribution is also much dimin-
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Figure 2. Plots demonstrating the effects of the PSF convolution and deconvolution on the 2D maps of S/N, r-band flux,
line of sight velocity (V), and velocity dispersion (σ). 1D radial profiles of the r-band flux, line of sight velocity, and velocity
dispersion along the major-axis are also shown. The first, second, and third column represent the 2D or 1D distribution of the
measured quantities from PSF-Free (Free), PSF-Convolved (Conv), and PSF-Deconvolved (Deconv) mock IFU data. The mock
IFU data is selected from Group 3 Monte-Carlo mock IFU samples (see text). The fourth (fifth) column show the difference
between the quantities from the Conv (Deconv) and the Free mock IFU data, respectively. The size of the major tick in the 2D
maps is 10′′. A dashed (dotted) ellipse is over-plotted on the top left corner panel to represent the size of 1Re (2Re). FWHM
of the convolved PSF is shown as a blue hatched circle in the Flux - Conv panel. Black open star on V - Free panel is the
location of the example spectrum in Figure 3. Spaxels with S/N < 3 are paled out in the 2D maps except for the S/N map.
Only data points within ±5◦ of major axis are shown in the radial profiles for clarity. Blue paled-out lines are under-plotted on
the Vmajor profiles (Free,Conv,Deconv) and the σmajor profile (Free only) to represent the fitted RC (and σ) model functions.
Blue vertical dashed lines in the Vmajor profiles denote R1 of the corresponding fitted RC model function.
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Figure 3. Spectrum of a spaxel whose ∆V between the
Conv and the Free is -20 km/s. Only the spectra around
the Ca H&K lines are shown. The location of this spaxel
is marked as a black open star in Figure 2. Median S/N
of this spaxel is 36. Each spectrum is normalized by the
median of each to show only the difference between spectra
in their shape. The thickness of the spectrum from Free
(grey) represents ±1σ error at each wavelength bin.
ished. This result clearly exhibits that the flux, velocity,
and the velocity dispersion distribution from the PSF-
deconvolved IFU data are indeed well-recovered toward
the true distributions. However, the distribution near
the edge of the galaxy becomes fuzzier and shows some
systematic feature, in particular in the flux distribution.
This is partially due to the low S/N near the edge of
mock IFU data, and partially due to the edge effect of
the deconvolution. We would like to point out that the
edge effect in this example is already significantly re-
duced by the iterative value-correction process (see sub-
section 2.2). Without the iterative value-correction pro-
cess, the edge effect makes distinctive artificial hexago-
nal shape oscillating pattern on the entire image. We
put additional examples of Group 1 mock IFU data in
Appendix C to show the result with different input dis-
tributions. The examples in Appendix C demonstrate
that the deconvolution method on IFU data is working
effectively well and the method restores the distribu-
tions of photometric and kinematic quantities close to
the true distributions.
We visualize the effect of the deconvolution method in
the wavelength dimension in Figure 3. Figure 3 shows
an example of spectra at the spaxel where ∆V between
the Conv and the Free is about -20 km/s. Because the
size of one wavelength bin of the spectrum corresponds
to 69 km/s, ∆V of -20 km/s (∼0.29 pixel) is hardly
recognized between the spectra by eyes, even around
the strong absorption lines. It is also noticed that the
Deconv spectrum is slightly noisier than the Conv spec-
trum. The mean difference between the Conv and the
Free spectrum at this spaxel is 4.0%, but the correspond-
ing difference between the Deconv and the Free spectrum
is 4.6%. In fact, the noisier Deconv spectrum is expected
by the effect of LR deconvolution algorithm (noise am-
plification). Although the Deconv spectrum is noisier
than the Conv spectrum, the overall shape of the Conv
spectrum has changed and shifted through the decon-
volution process, and the line-of-sight velocity and the
velocity dispersion of the Deconv spectrum are better
recovered to the true value.
3.4.2. Deconvolution Parameters
Figure 4 represents the difference between the fitted
and the true RC model parameter value as Niter in-
creases from 1 to 20. Error bar is calculated from the
25 mock IFU data with different random seeds which we
implemented for the noise realization. Since the devia-
tion from the true value depends on the galaxy model
parameters, we show the result from multiple model
galaxies at each column from the Group 1 mock IFU
data. The figure shows the case of the mock data with
nSe´rsic = 1, 4 and i = 40, 55, 70
◦. Here we present the
difference in R1/R2 rather than 1/R2, because R1/R2
value better describes the overall shape of rotation curve
without degeneracy (see subsection 3.1).
It is evident that the difference between fitted RC
model parameter values measured from the Deconv and
the true RC model parameter decreases Niter increases.
Although the difference does not converge to zero at
Niter = 20, it is clear that the difference is significantly
reduced by the deconvolution method. Note that the
size of 1 − σ error of the fitted RC model parameter
values from Deconv is smaller than the ∆ between the
parameter values measured from Conv and the true val-
ues. This result clearly exhibits that the kinematic pa-
rameters are reasonably well-restored closely to the true
values, even considering the measurement error.
To visualize the effect of Niter, we show varying 2D
r-band flux, line of sight velocity, and velocity disper-
sion map as Niter changes in Figure D.1, using the same
mock IFU data as in the Figure 2. Note that the varia-
tion is shown for selected Niter = 0 (Conv; No deconvo-
lution), 1, 2, 3, 10, 20, and 30. Similar to the trend of
difference between the true RC model parameters and
the fitted model RC parameters to Niter (Figure 4), the
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Figure 4. Difference between the true RC model parameters and the fitted model RC parameters from the PSF-deconvolved
mock data (Deconv) with respect to the number of LR deconvolution iteration (Niter = 1 to 20). Each column shows the results
from the mock IFU data with different Se´rsic index (nSe´rsic) and kinematic inclination angle (i). In each panel, ∆s of one of
the four RC model parameters (∆VROT,∆R1,∆(R1/R2), and ∆i) with different number of deconvolution iteration (Niter) are
plotted as open circles. Color represents the S/N at 1 Re value that is used to generate the corresponding PSF-free mock IFU
data (Free) of each open circle. Black dashed lines are plotted at the difference of 0 as a guidance. Arrow points out the value of
the fitted parameters from the PSF-convolved mock IFU data (Conv). For clarification, we put only one solid error bar per S/N
at 1 Re value in each panel instead of putting error bars on every open circles. The error bar represents the standard deviation
of each ∆ parameter values from 25 different random seeds (There is almost no dependency of the standard deviation of the ∆
parameters with respect to Niter). The dotted error bar is corresponding standard deviation from the difference between the
true RC model parameter value and the fitted model RC parameter value of the PSF-convolved mock IFU data.
amount of difference between 2D map from true and
deconvolved IFU data is large for the small Niter.
Considering the overall trend of the ∆ parameter val-
ues with respect to Niter, no significant improvement on
the ∆ parameter values are expected at beyond Niter =
20. In addition, additional artifact in the flux distri-
bution can be arisen at beyond Niter = 20. Therefore,
considering the overall dependency of the measured RC
model parameter values with respect Niter, we conclude
that Niter = 20 as the adequate number of iteration of
our deconvolution method to obtain a reasonably good
result. In subsection D.1, we present additional similar
figures with various mock galaxy model parameters to
support the validity of our deconvolution method.
Figure 5 presents the difference between the fitted RC
model parameter and the respective true value as the
FWHM of the Gaussian PSF used for the deconvolution
(FWHMDeconv), is varied from 2.3
′′ to 2.9′′ with 0.05′′
increment when the FWHM of the convolved Gaussian
PSF (FWHMConv) is 2.6
′′. Niter is fixed as 20. Again
the error is calculated from the result with 25 mock IFU
data generated with different random seeds. The figure
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Figure 5. Difference between the true RC model parameters and the fitted model RC parameters from the PSF-deconvolved
mock data (Deconv) with respect to the FWHM of PSF used for the deconvolution (with fixed Niter = 20). Each column shows
the results from the mock IFU data with different Se´rsic index (nSe´rsic) and kinematic inclination angle (i). In each panel,
∆s of one of the four RC model parameters (∆VROT,∆R1,∆(R1/R2), and ∆i) with different PSF FWHM size used for the
deconvolution (FWHMDeconv) are plotted as open circles. Color represents the S/N at 1 Re value that is used to generate the
corresponding PSF-free mock IFU data (Free) of each open circle. Again, black dashed lines are plotted at the difference of 0
as a guidance. For clarification, we put only one solid error bar per S/N at 1 Re value in each panel instead of putting error
bars on every open circles. The solid error bar re presents the standard deviation of each ∆ parameter values from 25 different
random seeds, as in Figure 4 (There is almost no dependency of the standard deviation of the ∆ parameters with respect to
FWHMDeconv). Note that y-axis scale of in this figure is smaller than that of Figure 4.
shows the case of the mock IFU data with the com-
bination of nSe´rsic = 1, 4 and i = 40, 55, 70
◦ with
fixed R1 and 1/R2 as 3 and 0.05. Indeed there is a de-
pendency of the fitted parameters to the FWHMDeconv
value, but variation of the value is not significant when
the |FWHMDeconv − FWHMConv| < 0.3′′, considering
the error bar. As the FWHMDeconv is varied, the dif-
ference between the parameters from the Deconv (open
circles) to the true value changes but not always linearly.
In all cases, the measured parameter values from the
deconvolved IFU data are clearly getting closer to the
true value, compare to the values without deconvolution
(values measured from Conv mock IFU data). Consider-
ing all four kinds of fitted parameters, the best result is
obtained when FWHMDeconv = FWHMConv, although
the difference between the fitted and the true model pa-
rameters from the Deconv and the Free are not always
minimum at FWHMDeconv = FWHMConv. From this
test result, we conclude that in most cases, the decon-
volved IFU data produces fairly consistent result when
the FWHMDeconv − FWHMConv is less than 0.3′′ (i.e.
when the measurement error of the size of FWHMConv
is less than 0.3′′). In subsection D.2, we present supple-
mentary figures with different FWHMConv values (2.3
′′
and 2.9′′) and different mock galaxy model parameters.
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Figure 6. Top panel of each column shows 1:1 relation between the fitted RC model parameter values from ConvIFU data
and the true parameter value (red), and the relation between the fitted RC model parameter values from DeconvIFU data and
the true value (blue), when nSe´rsic = 1. Middle (bottom) panel of each column presents the difference between the fitted RC
model parameter values from Conv(Deconv) IFU data and the true value with respect to the true parameter values. The error
bar in the middle and the bottom panel shows the 1-σ range of the data points within each arbitrary bin size.
3.4.3. Results from the Monte-Carlo Mock IFU data
We present the result of the deconvolution method
performance verification test with Group 3 Monte-Carlo
mock IFU data. This is to validate the deconvolu-
tion method works well not only with the mock galaxy
model with certain combination of model parameter val-
ues, but also with diverse combination of the galaxy
model parameters. We divide the results according to
nSe´rsic value because the results are highly correlated
with nSe´rsic. Figure 6 and Figure 7 shows the re-
sults with nSe´rsic = 1 and nSe´rsic = 4, respectively.
Note that we only include the results when the Deconv
mock IFU data satisfies the fitting qualification criteria,
which are IFU field of view equal or wider than 17′′,
Rmajor,S/N>3/R1 > 2.5, and 75
◦ > i > 25◦. The num-
ber of mock IFU data used for Figure 6 is 2,354, and
for Figure 7 is 3,820. In Figure 6, all VROT , R1, R1/R2
and imodel parameters measured from the Deconv mock
IFU data show good agreement with the true value. On
the contrary, the model parameter values measured from
Conv mock IFU data show considerable deviations from
the true value. In Figure 7, again all parameters mea-
sured from the Deconv mock IFU data show good agree-
ment with the true value. The model parameter values
measured from Conv mock IFU data show larger dis-
crepancy in the case of nSe´rsic = 4.
Results from the figures show that our deconvolution
method successfully restores the kinematic properties of
galaxies. It also shows that the measured parameter
values from the Conv mock IFU data have a noticeable
deviation from the true value, especially when nSe´rsic =
4. It can be interpreted that the PSF convolution effect
becomes more significant when there is a steeper relative
flux slope between the adjacent spaxels. This effect is
most evident for R1 parameter. R
fit
1 −Rtrue1 of the Conv
mock IFU data show a median offset of 1.8 ′′ in Figure 7.
This large offset also affects 1/R2, where many 1/R2
values from Conv are measured in the condition where
they did not meet the fitting qualification criteria.
4. APPLICATION TO SDSS-IV MANGA IFU DATA
4.1. MaNGA Point Spread Function
We use IFU data from the third public release of the
MaNGA (Bundy et al. 2015), that is a part of SDSS
DR15 (Aguado et al. 2019). Among the 4,824 DR15
MaNGA cube data, we select 4,426 unique galaxies
from the MaNGA main galaxy sample (Primary, Color-
enhanced primary, and secondary; Wake et al. (2017))
by removing repeated observations, duplicated galaxies
with different MaNGA-ID 2, and special targets (IC342,
2 https://www.sdss.org/dr15/manga/manga-caveats/
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Figure 7. Same as Figure 6 but with mock IFU data of nSe´rsic = 4
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Figure 8. (left) Distribution of the reconstructed FWHM in g-band. Median value is 2.53 ′′. (middle) Wavelength-dependent
FWHMPSF of the selected MaNGA galaxies. Each connected line represents griz FWHM of PSF from a particular sample.
Samples are randomly selected for illustrative purpose. Error bar denotes 1% of 2.5′′ range. (right) Distribution of wavelength-
dependent FWHM gradient. The gradient is obtained by fitting a linear function to the reconstructed FWHM at griz-bands.
Median value is −1.21× 10−5′′/A˚.
Coma, and M31). For the repeated observations and du-
plicated galaxies, we choose the data observed by bigger
IFU. If both are observed by IFU with the same size,
then we use the data with the highest blue channel S/N
as recorded in the FITS header of the data. In the con-
text of deconvolution, it is important to know the accu-
rate information about the shape and size of PSF that
is convolved to each MaNGA IFU data. According to
Law et al. (2015, 2016); Yan et al. (2016), it is known
that 1) size of PSF FWHM ranges between 2.2′′ and
2.7′′ in g-band, 2) shape of PSF is well-described by a
single 2D circular Gaussian function, 3) FWHM of the
fitted model Gaussian function agrees with the measured
FWHM within 1 - 2%, 4) PSF FWHM varies less than
10% across the field of view within a single MaNGA IFU.
MaNGA IFU data provides the reconstructed MaNGA
PSF image in griz band as well as griz PSF FWHM
values in its header. The g-band PSF FWHM distribu-
tion of the entire SDSS DR15 MaNGA data is shown
in the left panel of Figure 8. To account for the wave-
length dependency of MaNGA PSF FWHM (Figure 8,
middle panel), we fit a simple linear function (first or-
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Figure 9. The results of the PSF deconvolution on three MaNGA galaxies. The number at the top of each SDSS gri image
is the PLATE-IFU designation of a given galaxy. For each galaxy, images in the left column show reconstructed MaNGA gri
image, velocity and velocity dispersion distribution obtained from the original MaNGA data. Images in the right column are
those from the PSF −deconvolved MaNGA data. Hatched blue circle represents PSF FWHM size of each galaxy. Spaxels with
median S/NpPXF < 3 are paled out in the velocity and velocity dispersion distributions.
der polynomial) to the PSF FWHM in griz-bands to
interpolate/extrapolate the PSF FWHM value at other
wavelengths. The average absolute difference between
the reconstructed PSF FWHM values recorded in the
IFU data header and the PSF FWHM values from the
fitted linear function is 0.007′′ with standard deviation
of 0.006′′, calculated from the entire MaNGA IFU data.
Considering the error of the reconstructed PSF
FWHM of MaNGA IFU data (1-2% or 0.025-0.05 in
arcsec)(Law et al. 2016), we conclude that the PSF
FWHM from the fitted linear function gives reasonable
PSF FWHM at each wavelength bin. The distribution
of the slope of the fitted linear functions is shown in the
right panel of Figure 8.
4.2. Measurements of Kinematic Parameters
We measure the line-of-sight velocity and the veloc-
ity dispersion from 4,425 unique MaNGA galaxies. The
measurement procedure is similar to the procedure that
is described in subsection 3.3 with several differences.
Instead of using one single-stellar population model tem-
plate, we use 156 single-stellar population model SED
templates from MILES stellar library (Sa´nchez-Bla´zquez
et al. 2006; Falco´n-Barroso et al. 2011; Vazdekis et al.
2010) generated by using unimodal initial mass function
(Vazdekis et al. 1996) and Padova+00 isochrones (Gi-
rardi et al. 2000), age from 1 to 17.78 Gyr, and metal-
licity (Z) from -2.32 to 0.22 (26 ages × 6 metallicites =
156). We use an option to use 6th order additive and
multiplicative Legendre polynomials during the fitting
to account for the low-order difference and offset be-
tween the MILES model and data. We mask the spec-
trum pixels around the known emission lines. Model
SED templates are convolved with a Gaussian function
to match the spectrum resolution of MaNGA data as
provided in the SPECRES HDU.
4.3. Results
Figure 9 shows the result of deconvolution applied
to the three of the MaNGA galaxies as an exam-
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Figure 10. The velocity and velocity dispersion profiles from the original and deconvolved MaNGA data. Only the data points
from ±10◦ of the major axis with median S/NpPXF > 3 are shown for clarity.
ple (PLATE-IFU: 7495-12703, 8313-12705, 8137-6103).
These galaxies are chosen based on their shape of the
rotation curve and the velocity dispersion profile. Each
reconstructed gri image obtained from the deconvolved
MaNGA (Deconv) data shows a noticeable difference
compare to the reconstructed gri image from the orig-
inal MaNGA (Ori) data. The MaNGA-Deconv data
shows more sharpened substructures. The restored sub-
structures are not artifacts created by the deconvolution
method but are actual substructures which can be seen
in the SDSS gri image that has higher spatial resolu-
tion. Size of one tick is 10′′. The velocity distribution
also shows the apparent change, especially around the
center of galaxies (i.e. the velocity gradient becomes
steeper). The velocity dispersion exhibits some changes
as well, and shows narrower dispersion distribution near
the center and sharper substructures. The restored sub-
structures can be understood intuitively as a result of de-
convolution. The difference between MaNGA-Ori and
MaNGA-Deconv data can be seen more prominently in
Figure 10. The figure clearly exhibits the changes in the
velocity and the velocity dispersion distribution along
the galaxy major axis.
5. MEASUREMENT OF THE SPIN PARAMETER
In this section, we investigate the reliability of the
λR parameter measured from the deconvolved IFU data.
λR is a proxy of the spin parameter λ. It is calculated
from the luminosity-weighted first and second velocity
moments as in Emsellem et al. (2007),
λR ≡ 〈R|V |〉〈R√V 2 + σ2〉 =
ΣNi=1FiRi|Vi|
ΣNi=1FiRi
√
V 2i + σ
2
i
, (5)
where Fi, Ri, Vi, σi are flux, radius of the concentric el-
lipse, line-of-sight velocity and line-of-sight velocity dis-
persion at the ith spatial bin, respectively. λR is widely
used in various applications, such as kinematic classifi-
cation of galaxies (Emsellem et al. 2011; van de Sande
et al. 2017; Cortese et al. 2016; Graham et al. 2018),
measurement of the angular momentum of merger rem-
nants (Jesseit et al. 2009), the studies of the environ-
mental dependence of galaxy spin (Greene et al. 2018;
Lee et al. 2018), and the studies of the evolution of spin
parameter using simulation data (Choi & Yi 2017; Choi
et al. 2018). Typically λR is calculated by using the in-
formation within galaxy half-light radius (equivalent to
the Rmajore )(Hopkins et al. 2010; Cappellari et al. 2013),
and denoted as λRe . It is known that λRe is mainly cor-
related with two parameters: inclination angle (, as axis
ratio) and FWHM of PSF that is convolved in data, be-
cause distribution of Fi, Ri, Vi, and σi are much affected
by those parameters (Cappellari 2016; Graham et al.
2018).
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Figure 11. Ratio between the true and the measured/corrected spin parameter λRe depending on nSersic, Radial coverage
in Re, and IFU field of view. The left most panel shows the ratio measured from the Group 3 mock IFU data (Table 2) with
nSersic = 1 and Radial coverage = 1.5 Re, depending on mock IFU field of view (12
′′ to 32 ′′). Similarly, other three panels
show the result from mock IFU data with nSersic = 1 and Radial coverage = 2.5 Re, nSersic = 4 and Radial coverage = 1.5 Re,
nSersic = 4 and Radial coverage = 2.5 Re, respectively. Shaded region represents 1-σ range.
There were several attempts to mitigate the effect of
the PSF on λRe measurement: 1) by correcting λRe by
1/
√
 (Emsellem et al. 2011; Cortese et al. 2016; Greene
et al. 2018) or 2) by applying an empirical correction
function (Graham et al. 2018)(hereafter G18). Here
we show that our deconvolution method can also be
used to accurately measure λRe . We measure λRe from
the Group 3 Monte-Carlo mock IFU data (Free, Conv,
Deconv) and compare the λRe measured from each type
of the mock IFU data. From the result, we find that
the λRe value measured from the deconvolved IFU data
is close to the true λRe . We also check the feasibility
of the G18 correction by using our mock data. Finally,
we measure λRe from both MaNGA-Ori and MaNGA-
Deconv, and examine the differences.
5.1. Application to Mock Data
We calculate λRe following Equation 5, by using the
reconstructed r-band flux, the velocity and the velocity
dispersion distribution measured from the Free, Conv,
Deconv Monte-Carlo mock IFU data (40,000 IFU data
each)(see subsection 3.2 and Table 2). Concentric el-
liptical radius at each spaxel is calculated from the ge-
ometrical parameter of the Free mock IFU data. We
also calculate the corrected λRe value by applying the
correction function in G18 to λConvRe value to compare
the result between the corrected value and the value
measured from the deconvolved IFU data. To apply
correction function of G18, we use nFreeSe´rsic, R
Free
e and
FWHMPSF at the r-band pivot wavelength (6231A˚) for
the G18 correction. RFreee should be used instead of
RConve , because G18 uses PSF-corrected Re value de-
rived from Multi-Gaussian Expansion fitting (Emsellem
et al. 1994; Cappellari 2002) to the galaxy 2D flux dis-
tribution.
We check the ratio between the calculated λRe values
(λConvRe , λ
Deconv
Re
, and λG18Corr.Re ) and the true λRe value
(λFreeRe ), as a function of true λRe value. It is known that
those ratios have a strong dependence on nSe´rsic and the
ratio FWHMPSF/Re
maj (or σPSF/Re
maj , G18). In our
mock IFU data, the angular size of Re is determined by
the combination of IFU field of view and radial coverage
in Re (Table 2, Appendix A). Thus, we divide the re-
sult depending on three parameters of mock IFU data,
1) nSe´rsic (1 and 4), 2) IFU field of view (12
′′ to 32 ′′),
3) radial coverage in Re (1.5 Re and 2.5 Re). In fact,
FWHMPSF is also different in each mock IFU data but
within 2.6 ′′± 0.3, so we decide not to divide the result
depending on FWHMPSF parameter. We plot the rela-
tion between the calculated ratios to the λFreeRe of each
divided result in Figure E.1. To illustrate the overall de-
pendence of the ratio to the nSe´rsic and the size of Re,
we take the median of the ratios and the median of the
standard deviation of the ratios from the binned relation
(∆λFreeRe =0.1) of each panel in Figure E.1, and plot the
result in Figure 11. For example, the left most red data
point in the left most panel in Figure 11 (IFU FoV=12′′
(=1.5 Re), λ
Conv
Re
/λFreeRe =0.82±0.03) is derived from the
top left panel of Figure E.1 by taking the median and
the median of 1σ of the binned relation.
Figure 11 shows that λConvRe deviates significantly from
λFreeRe , and the amount of the deviation becomes larger
as nSe´rsic increases and as relative size of FWHMPSF to
galaxy Re increases (Smaller IFU with wider coverage
in Re has higher FWHMPSF/Re ratio. This is because
Re is proportional to IFU field of view in our mock IFU
data, and mock IFU data with larger radial coverage in
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Figure 12. Ratio between the true and the measured/corrected spin parameter λRe depending on nSersic, and velocity
dispersion profile coefficient σ1. The left most panel shows the ratios measured from the Group 3-like mock IFU data set
(Table 2, all with 32′′ Field of view and radial coverage of 2.5 Re) with nSersic = 1), depending on velocity dispersion profile
coefficient σ1 = 1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125, 0.0625. Other panels show the result from mock IFU data with nSersic= 2, 3, 4.
Re has smaller Re with fixed IFU angular field of view).
On the other hand, λDeconvRe is strikingly well-restored
to the correct value (λFreeRe ), although there is some de-
viation when the relative size of FWHMPSF to Re is
large. When IFU field of view is equal or greater than
22′′, the fractional difference between λDeconvRe and the
correct value is less then 2 percent with less than 3.3
percent point standard deviation. We confirm that the
corrected λRe by G18 correction function is also very
close to the correct value. When IFU field of view is
equal or greater than 22′′, the fractional difference be-
tween λG18Corr.Re and the correct value is also less then 2
percent with less than 3.3 percent point standard devi-
ation.
We conducted an additional test with different set of
mock data that have slightly modified 2D velocity dis-
persion distribution profile. Group 3 mock data set is
constructed with the velocity dispersion profile of only
σ′ = 1 where the velocity dispersion drops sharply be-
tween the center and r = R1 (Equation 3, Table 2).
However, the velocity dispersion profile of the actual
galaxy does not always follow the same shape. For ex-
ample, in Figure 10, when we fit the Equation 3 to
the velocity dispersion profile, MaNGA data 8313-12705
(PLATE-IFU) is well described by σ′ = 1. On the
other hand, the velocity dispersion profile of MaNGA
data 7495-12703 is not well-fitted by Equation 3, and for
MaNGA data 8137-6103, the best-fit σ′ value is around
0.44, which is fairly different compare to MaNGA data
8313-12705 case.
To further explore the performance of deconvolution
to the λRe calculation on different velocity dispersion
profile, we construct an additional mock IFU data set
similar to Group 3 mock IFU data but with different
σ′ values and additional nSe´rsic values. The additional
data set is composed of σ′=1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125, 0.0625 (20,
2−1, 2−2, 2−3, 2−4) and nSe´rsic= 1, 2, 3, 4. Smaller σ′
value means less steep velocity dispersion profile. For ex-
ample, if σ′=0.1, then σr=R1/σr=0 = 0.91, but if σ
′=1,
then σr=R1/σr=0 = 0.5. For each combination of σ
′ and
nSe´rsic (5 × 4 = 20), 4,000 mock IFU data are generated
randomly in Monte-Carlo way just like Group 3 mock
IFU data but with fixed IFU field of view as 32′′ and
IFU radial coverage as 2.5 Re, meaning that the ratio
between FWHMPSF and Re is relatively fixed for this
data set, compare to Group 3 mock IFU data. In to-
tal, 80,000 Free, 80,000 Conv, 80,000 Deconv IFU data
are produced as this additional test. This data set is
analyzed as same as Group 3 mock IFU data, and λRe
values (λFreeRe , λ
Conv
Re
, λDeconvRe , λ
G18Corr.
Re
) from this data
set are calculated.
First, we check the relation between the ratios
(λConvRe /λ
Free
Re
, λDeconvRe /λ
Free
Re
, λG18Corr.Re /λ
Free
Re
) to the
true λRe value (λ
Free
Re
) as in Figure E.2. Then we plot
Figure 12 in the same way as we did for Figure 11. Again
the result shows that λConvRe deviates considerably from
λFreeRe , and the amount of the deviation becomes larger
as nSe´rsic increases, with a mild dependence to the σ
′
value. Moreover, λDeconvRe is still well-restored to the cor-
rect value (λFreeRe ) for all combinations of σ
′ and nSe´rsic,
with the fractional difference between λDeconvRe and the
correct value less then 1 percent and less than 1.9 per-
cent point standard deviation.
On the other hand, λG18Corr.Re shows some deviation
from the correct value. In particular, the deviation
shows noticeable dependence to the σ′ value for all four
nSe´rsic cases, where the deviation increases as the σ
′ de-
creases. The reason for the deviation of λG18Corr.Re would
simply because G18 used a fixed velocity dispersion pro-
file with σ′ = 1 to derive the empirical correction func-
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tion. In subsubsection 3.4.1, we discuss the effect of
PSF convolution to the velocity dispersion distribution.
When there is a small gradient of the velocity dispersion
profile (i.e smaller σ′), the amount of smoothing effect
to the velocity dispersion around the center will also be
smaller, so the velocity dispersion around the center will
be increased relatively less than the case of steep velocity
dispersion gradient profile. Thus, the amount of change
in λRe value caused by PSF convolution will be smaller
if the velocity dispersion profile has lower gradient. De-
pendence of λConvRe to σ
′ shows the expected trend in
Figure 12, so the G18 correction function over-corrects
the λConvRe value.
5.2. Application to MaNGA Data
We measure λRe by using both the original and the
PSF-deconvolved MaNGA data, and investigate the dif-
ference in the measured λRe values that is induced by
the deconvolution. We use 2D velocity and the veloc-
ity dispersion distribution (subsection 4.2) along with
the reconstructed MaNGA r-band flux data of 4,426
MaNGA galaxies that we measured in section 4. We
use ’NSA ELPETRO TH50 R’, ’NSA ELPETRO BA’,
’NSA ELPETRO PHI’, ’IFURA/IFUDEC’ and ’OB-
JRA/OBJDEC’ in the FITS header of each galaxy IFU
data to evaluate the concentric ellipse of each. To en-
sure the quality of measured λRe , we did not include
certain spaxels in the λRe calculation when a spaxel has
1) median S/NpPXF < 10, or 2) velocity dispersion < 40
km/s, following the prescription of Lee et al. (2018). We
also did not include a spaxel with spurious kinematics to
the λRe calculation, where the absolute value of velocity
is greater than 500 km/s or velocity dispersion less than
50 km/s. When the number fraction of the excluded
spaxels within 1Re becomes larger than 30%, we do not
use the λRe from that galaxy for the further analysis. Al-
though we use the same elliptical aperture for the mea-
surement of both λRe,MaNGA and λRe,MaNGA,Deconv., the
number of spaxels used for each measurement is not al-
ways identical because of S/NpPXF and velocity disper-
sion criteria. We also exclude the galaxies flagged with
’CRITICAL’ by the MaNGA Data Reduction Pipeline
or Data Analysis Pipeline (Law et al. 2016; Westfall
et al. 2019). These criteria would be sufficient to ob-
serve the impact of deconvolution on λRe for the real
data. We note that more strict quality control crite-
ria should be applied for the further analysis using λRe
(Lee et al. 2018; Graham et al. 2018). The number
of galaxies having both quality assured λRe,MaNGA and
λRe,MaNGA,Deconv. is 2,268.
We present the relation between the λRe,MaNGA
and the λRe,MaNGA,Deconv. at the upper panel of Fig-
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Figure 13. (Top) λRe comparison between measured from
original MaNGA IFU data and the deconvolved MaNGA
IFU data. Distribution of points are shown as logarithmic
2D histogram. (Bottom) λRe comparison between measured
from original MaNGA IFU data and corrected value follow-
ing G18.
ure 13. Compare to the λRe,MaNGA, most of the
λRe,MaNGA,Deconv. values are moderately increased. The
median and standard deviation of ∆λRe is 0.06 ± 0.05,
or median increase of 24 percent with 26 percent point
standard deviation. We also check the correlation be-
tween the two ratios (λRe,MaNGA/λRe,MaNGA,Deconv. and
FWHMPSF/Re) and as expected from the result with
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mock IFU data, λRe,MaNGA,Deconv./λRe,MaNGA increases
as FWHMPSF/Re increases.
During the validity check of the calculated λRe , we
find tens or more of galaxies that their λRe do not seem
measured correctly. There are several such cases, for
example,
1. There are seven galaxies in Figure 13 that have
both λRe,MaNGA and λRe,MaNGA,Deconv. > 0.8.
However, all of those galaxies’ systematic veloc-
ity are highly underestimated or overestimated, in
other words, galaxy systematic velocity derived by
the NSA redshift is not matching with the true
systematic velocity. After correcting its system-
atic velocity, it turns out their λRe value is signif-
icantly less than 0.8.
2. There are galaxies with foreground/background
objects, either star or other galaxies, at or around
the 1Re elliptical aperture. Some of them are al-
ready masked by MaNGA data reduction pipeline,
but still there are tens of IFU data with unmasked
interloper. Either masked or unmasked, the inter-
loping object disrupt the kinematics measurement
in particular at the border between the object of
interest and the interloper.
3. Contrary to the sample definition of MaNGA
galaxies, there are galaxies where their Re size is
comparable to the IFU field of view. This brings
spaxels at the edge of the IFU field of view to the
λRe calculation. Since the kinematics measured at
near the edge of the deconvolved IFU data could
be different from the correct value, the calculated
λRe from such galaxy sample is not reliable.
4. IFU data with small field of view (i.e. 12′′) often
includes only a tens of spaxels to λRe calculation.
This means that only small a offset in its center
position or systematic velocity can leads consid-
erable change in the measured λRe value. These
suggest that more careful data quality assurance
is required to assure the data with correctly mea-
sured λRe value.
We also plot the relation between the λRe,MaNGA and
the corrected λRe (following the G18) at the bottom of
Figure 13. Compared to ∆λRe caused by the deconvo-
lution method, the G18 correction is higher. Sometimes
the corrected value becomes higher than λRe = 1 which
is nonphysical. As noticed in subsection 5.1, this could
be due to different shape of velocity dispersion profile of
real galaxy compare to the profile used to derived the
correction function, or some other unanticipated model-
dependent bias. Therefore, although the usage of ana-
lytic correction function is convenient, the kind of simple
prescription should be used with caution.
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We investigate the effects of the PSF deconvolution
of the optical integral field spectroscopy data on the
internal kinematics of galaxies. The Lucy-Richardson
algorithm is used for the deconvolution. We develop the
procedure to apply the algorithm to MaNGA IFU data,
which can deconvolve the given IFU data efficiently us-
ing only two parameters (Niter and FWHMPSF). We
generate a large number of mock data with varying
Se´rsic profile and the rotation curve model, and use
them to check how well the deconvolution can restore the
true kinematics when the input data is convolved with
the PSF. The deconvolution is powerful in the sense that
it can provide an unbiased (model independent) correc-
tion to any PSF-convolved IFU data. We apply the
deconvolution to the real data, SDSS-IV MaNGA, and
show that the deconvolution makes a noticeable differ-
ence in the 2D flux, the velocity, and the velocity dis-
persion distributions. Finally, we demonstrate that the
λRe spin parameter can be well-estimated compare to
the true value by applying this technique.
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APPENDIX
A. MOCK IFU DATA GENERATION
In order to quantitatively examine the change made by
the deconvolution, the mock IFU data should be gener-
ated correctly as per the model galaxy parameters. Here
we describe the generation process of each type of mock
IFU data (Free, Conv, Deconv) in detail. Initially, an
ideal IFU data (Free, without any seeing effect) is pro-
duced for each set of galaxy model parameters. Then the
PSF-convolved IFU data (Conv) is made by the convo-
lution of a wavelength dependent PSF on the 2D image
at each wavelength slice with addition of Gaussian ran-
dom noise. Deconv IFU data is produced from Conv
IFU data by applying the deconvolution method.
An arbitrary synthetic spectrum, composed by single-
stellar populations with three different age (1 Gyr
(15%), 5 Gyr (60%), 10 Gyr (25%)) from MILES stellar
library (Sa´nchez-Bla´zquez et al. 2006; Falco´n-Barroso
et al. 2011; Vazdekis et al. 2010) is chosen as a rest-frame
model spectrum (using unimodal initial mass function
(Vazdekis et al. 1996) and Padova+00 isochrones (Gi-
rardi et al. 2000); ∆λ = 2.51 A˚, λ range from 3,540 to
7,410A˚)
For each set of galaxy model parameters (subsec-
tion 3.2), we generate the Free and Conv mock IFU data,
according to the below steps.
1. The spatial and spectral sampling size of the mock
IFU data is determined. Following the sampling
size and the data structure of MaNGA IFU data,
we choose spatial sampling size as 0.5′′, and in
spectral direction we use a logarithmic wavelength
sampling from log10λ = 3.5589 to 4.0151, with to-
tal number of 4,563 wavelength bins.
2. 2D maps of flux (Sersic profile), line-of-sight ve-
locity with respect to the galaxy center (Equa-
tion 2), velocity dispersion (Equation 3), and S/N
distribution (set by S/N at 1 effective radius) are
identified as per a set of galaxy model parameters.
Angular size of Re is determined by two param-
eters, IFU field of view and IFU radial coverage
in Re, by dividing half of the IFU field of view by
the IFU radial coverage in Re. We assume that
all three maps follow the identical geometry as de-
fined by the inclination angle, position angle, xcent
and ycent. In case of S/N map, a relative S/N map
is generated as per the Sersic profile then scaled
to have a S/N at 1 Re as per the galaxy model
parameter.
3. At each 2D pixel (Spaxel), a rest-frame spectrum
is shifted and broadened in the spectral direction
as per the respective line-of-sight velocity and the
velocity dispersion value in the 2D map. First, the
spectrum is convolved by a Gaussian function as
per the velocity dispersion value. Second, it is red-
shifted by z of a model galaxy. Third, a spectrum
at each spaxel is blue- or red-shifted according to
the corresponding line-of-sight velocity value with
respect to the galaxy center.
4. (Conv IFU data only) A 2D Gaussian PSF is con-
volved to the 2D image slice at each wavelength
bin. The size of the Gaussian PSF FWHM is de-
termined according to the model FWHM coeffi-
cient parameters. For example, in case of c0 = 2.6
′′
and c1 = −1.2× 10−5′′/A˚, FWHMConv at g-band
effective wavelength (4770 A˚) is 2.52′′ (which is
median g-band PSF FWHM size of the MaNGA
galaxies (Figure 8)).
5. A constant spectral resolution (2.9 A˚) is applied
at each spaxel as a proxy of instrument resolution
of the real IFU data. It is done by the convo-
lution of Gaussian function (FWHM=1.45 A˚) to
each spectrum. The FWHM size of applied Gaus-
sian function is determined by quadratic difference
between the instrument spectral resolution and the
intrinsic resolution of the model synthetic spec-
trum (2.51 A˚).
6. Noise spectrum at each spaxel is calculated. First,
a relative S/N spectrum is calculated from the flux
spectrum (assuming Poisson noise), and the rela-
tive S/N spectrum is scaled so that the S/N value
of the median flux value would be matched to the
S/N value in the 2D S/N map (generated in step
2). The noise spectrum is calculated by dividing
the flux spectrum by the scaled S/N spectrum.
The noise spectrum is not added to the flux spec-
trum at this stage.
7. Hexagonal shape mask is applied to the IFU data
to resemble the MaNGA-like IFU data.
8. (Conv IFU data only) Gaussian random noise is
applied to the IFU data using noise spectrum from
the step 6. At each spaxel, the noise spectrum is
multiplied by the Gaussian random value (-3 to 3)
and then added to the flux spectrum.
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Figure B.1. The difference between the true and fitted
RC outer radius slope (R1/R2) from the deconvolved mock
IFU cubes with respect to the R-ratio (Rmax,S/N>3,major/R1).
Color represents the size of mock IFU. Solid line represents
the median of the normalized RC outer radius slope differ-
ences at each bin. Shaded region shows 1-σ range of the
differences. 1-σ range of the 19-fiber size IFU is not shown
because it is significantly higher than others. The vertical
red-dashed line indicates our choice of R-ratio criteria, which
is R-ratio > 2.5.
9. Generated mock spectra are saved in 3D cube
FITS format. Each noise spectrum is converted to
an inverse variance spectrum (=1/noise2) before
saved. Flux, inverse variance, mask, wavelength,
and spectral resolution data are saved in FITS ex-
tension similar to the actual MaNGA IFU data.
B. VALIDITY OF ROTATION CURVE MODEL
FITTING
In subsection 3.3, we notice that there are cases where
the RC model fitting could give an unreliable result un-
der certain circumstances. One case is where the 2D
velocity data does not have sufficient radial coverage to
constrain the RC slope at the outer radius. For example,
in Figure 1, the model would not be able to constrain
the RC outer radius slope if the data covers only up to
r = 4”. The other case is where the geometry of the fit-
ted galaxy is close to both edge or face-on. In this case,
both fitted RC velocity amplitude (VROT) and inclina-
tion angle (i) becomes unreliable. We investigate this
two cases in details using use the Group 3 mock IFU
data (subsection 3.2) which represents various combina-
tions of galaxy parameters that mimic the actual IFU
data. From the result, we estimate the criteria that the
result of RC model fitting can be considered as valid.
First, we calculate R-ratio, a ratio between the max-
imum radial distance along the major axis to the R1
parameter value (=Rmajor,S/N>3/R1). We define the
maximum radial distance as the farthest radial distance
among the radial distances of the spaxels satisfying
S/NpPXF > 3, the spaxels which are located within the
±5◦ from the major axis, and the median S/N of the
spectrum that are used for line-of-sight velocity distri-
bution fitting (pPXF routine). Then we plot the relation
between the R-ratio and the fitting accuracy of the nor-
malized RC outer slope value as in Figure B.1. Although
there are multiple factor which affecting R-ratio includ-
ing the size of IFU, S/N cut, and Se´rsic index, we divide
the result depend on its IFU size only because the size
causes the most significant systematic difference to the
1-σ variation of the normalized RC outer slope accu-
racy. In Figure B.1, the accuracy of the normalized RC
outer radius slope (R1/R2) shows strong dependence to
the r-ratio. Regardless of the IFU size, the median dif-
ference between the true and the fitted R1/R2 is large
at low R-ratio, and the difference becomes smaller at
higher R-ratio, except for the 19 fibers IFU which is the
smallest in its size. The 1-σ variation of the R1/R2 dif-
ference becomes smaller as the mock IFU size increases,
mainly because the larger IFU have more spaxels so nat-
urally it can better constraint the parameter values. We
didn’t plot the 1-σ range of the 19-fibers IFU because
the range is larger than the height of the plot. From
the result, we set a criteria of R-ratio > 2.5, to deter-
mine whether the measured R1/R2 can be considered as
valid. Because the difference between the true and the
fitted R1/R2 becomes stable and small at R-ratio > 2.5
compare to the difference at R-ratio < 2.5 We also find
that the R1/R2 value measured from 19-fiber size IFU
(Field of view equal to 12′′) should not be used. This is
because the measured R1/R2 value remains inaccurate
even at R-ratio > 2.5.
We also analyze the relation between the R-ratio and
the fitting accuracy of the galaxy kinematic inclination
angle in Figure B.2. This result is plotted with the IFU
data which are satisfying a criteria of R-ratio > 2.5 only.
The result shows that the fitted RC velocity amplitude
(VROT) is highly uncertain when the fitted inclination
angle is low. In addition, 1-σ of the median VROT also
decreases when the fitted inclination value gets higher.
Again we notice that the result of 19-fiber IFU is not
reliable due to its small number of spaxels. There is a
slight hint that the fitted result may not be reliable at
the higher inclination side, because the 1-σ range is get-
ting increased when the inclination angle is high. It can
be explained by the low number of total spaxel elements
when the inclination angle is high. From the shape of
the curves and the 1-σ range, we set a conservative crite-
ria of 25◦ < ideconv < 75◦ and consider the fitted VROT
value as valid when the result meets those criteria.
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Figure B.2. The difference between the true and fitted RC
velocity amplitude (VROT) from the deconvolved mock IFU
cubes with respect to the fitted inclination angle. Color rep-
resents the size of mock IFU. Solid line represents the median
of the RC velocity amplitude differences at each bin. Shaded
region shows 1-σ range of the differences. The vertical red-
dashed line indicates the lower end of our inclination angle
criteria choice (25◦ < ideconv < 75◦).
C. DECONVOLUTION EFFECT EXAMPLES
In Figure 2, we presented the example of the effects
of PSF convolution and deconvolution to the IFU data.
Here we show more examples from our mock IFU data
to illustrate the effects of the deconvolution in vari-
ous mock galaxy parameter space. Examples are taken
from Group 1 mock IFU data. Figure C.1 and Fig-
ure C.2 show the result of the deconvolution at low S/N
(S/N@1Re = 10) when nSe´rsic=1 and 4, R1=3
′′, i=55◦.
Figure C.3, Figure C.4, Figure C.5, and Figure C.6 show
the result of the deconvolution at different combinations
of i (55, 70◦) and nSe´rsic (1,4), when S/N1Re = 20 and
R1=3
′′. The forth columns of the all figures represent
the significant difference between the maps from Free
and Conv. The effect of PSF convolution is crucial in
the distribution of Flux, velocity and the velocity disper-
sion. The fifth columns of the all figures show that the
changes made by the PSF convolution are significantly
restored by the deconvolution method. However, the
restoration is not very effective at the outer radius where
S/N becomes low, and also the flux distribution shows
non-negligible artifacts around the center of galaxies, in
particular when nSe´rsic=4. Nevertheless, the velocity
and the velocity dispersion are generally well recovered
even when the nSe´rsic=4.
D. DEPENDENCE ON DECONVOLUTION
PARAMETERS
D.1. Number of Deconvolution Iterations
In section 3.4.2, we described the relationship between
Niter and the restored model kinematic parameters (Fig-
ure 4). Here we give similar plots with model galaxies
of different parameters to provide more insight into the
determination of Niter to the readers. Figure D.2, Fig-
ure D.3, Figure D.4, Figure D.5 are complementary fig-
ures to the Figure 4. The figures show the relations
between the fitted RC model parameter and the Niter
for different R1 (2, 3, 4 (
′′)) and 1/R2 (-0.05, 0, 0.05
(1/′′)). The result is consistent with Figure 4 thus the
Niter=20 is an adequate choice for the deconvolution.
D.2. Size of PSF FWHM
Here we show the relation between FWHMDECONV
and the restored model kinematic parameters. We
present plots similar to the Figure 5 but with different
model galaxies as well as different FWHMCONV.
Figure D.6, Figure D.7, Figure D.8, and Figure D.9
are complementary figures to the Figure 5. The figures
show the relation between the fitted RC model parame-
ter and the FWHMDeconv with different R1 (2, 3, 4 (
′′))
and 1/R2 (-0.05, 0, 0.05 (1/
′′)). The result is consis-
tent with Figure 5 thus the result of the deconvolution is
consistent when |FWHMDeconv−FWHMConv| is smaller
then the FWHMPSF measurement error (0.2
′′).
Figure D.10 and Figure D.11 show the result of the
deconvolution with different FWHMConv (2.3, 2.9 (
′′)).
Again, the result of the deconvolution is consistent when
|FWHMDeconv − FWHMConv| is small.
E. EFFECT OF PSF CONVOLUTION TO THE
SPIN PARAMETER MEASUREMENT
In Figure E.1, we plot the relations between the λRe
ratios (λConvRe /λ
Free
Re
, λDeconvRe /λ
Free
Re
, λG18Corr.Re /λ
Free
Re
)
and the true λRe value (λ
Free
Re
), depends on three mock
IFU parameters, IFU field of view, nSe´rsic, and IFU
radial coverage in Re, using Group 3 mock IFU data
(subsection 3.1). Most of the panel of Figure E.1 shows
that λRe ratios have little or negligible dependence on
λFreeRe , except when λ
Free
Re
< 0.1. The ratio and its stan-
dard deviation at λFreeRe < 0.1 looks different compare
to the ratios at λFreeRe > 0.1, but this is simply an ef-
fect of small denominator when λFreeRe < 0.1. Since the
denominator (λFreeRe ) is already small, the actual devi-
ation of λRe values to the true value (λRe − λFreeRe ) is
also small. The median and the median of standard de-
viation of each binned relation (∆λFreeRe =0.1) is used to
show the overall dependence of the ratios to the mock
IFU parameters as in Figure 11. Unlike average value
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Figure C.1. Plots similar to Figure 2 but for nSe´rsic=1, R1 = 3
′′, 1/R2 = 0.05/′′, i = 55◦, and S/N@1Re = 10
Figure C.2. Plots similar to Figure 2 but for nSe´rsic=4, R1 = 3
′′, 1/R2 = 0.05/′′, i = 55◦, and S/N@1Re = 10
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Figure C.3. Plots similar to Figure 2 but for nSe´rsic=1, R1 = 3
′′, 1/R2 = 0.05/′′, i = 55◦, and S/N@1Re = 20
Figure C.4. Plots similar to Figure 2 but for nSe´rsic=4, R1 = 3
′′, 1/R2 = 0.05/′′, i = 55◦, and S/N@1Re = 20
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Figure C.5. Plots similar to Figure 2 but for nSe´rsic=1, R1 = 3
′′, 1/R2 = 0.05/′′, i = 70◦, and S/N@1Re = 20
Figure C.6. Plots similar to Figure 2 but for nSe´rsic=4, R1 = 3
′′, 1/R2 = 0.05/′′, i = 70◦, and S/N@1Re = 20
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Figure D.1. Effect of the number of deconvolution iterations (Niter) to the 2D maps of r-band flux, line of sight velocity
(V) and velocity dispersion (σ). The first and second rows show 2D flux map from the deconvolved mock IFU data and the
difference between the 2D flux map from the deconvolved mock IFU data and the PSF-free mock IFU data at selected Niter =
0, 1, 2, 3, 10, 20, 30, respectively. The third and fourth rows show the same for the 2D line of sight velocity map, and the fifth
and sixth rows show the same for the 2D velocity dispersion map. The 2D maps for Niter=0 and Niter=20 are the same as in
the Figure 2.
of entire points, use of median of the binned relations
could avoid the contribution from large difference and
the standard deviation from the points at λFreeRe < 0.1.
In Figure E.2 We plot the relation between the λRe ra-
tios and the true λRe value, depend on nSe´rsic and σ
′
parameters using the additional set of mock IFU data
(subsection 5.1). Again the median and the median of
standard deviation of each binned relation (∆λFreeRe =0.1)
is used to show the overall dependence of the ratios to
the mock IFU parameters as in Figure 12.
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Figure D.2. Relations between the RC model parameters and Niter for R1 = 3, 1/R2 = −0.05
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Figure D.3. Plots similar to Figure D.2 but for R1 = 3, 1/R2 = 0
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Figure D.4. Plots similar to Figure D.2 but for R1 = 2, 1/R2 = 0.05
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Figure D.5. Plots similar to Figure D.2 but for R1 = 4, 1/R2 = 0.05
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Figure D.6. Relations between the RC model parameters and FWHMDeconv for R1 = 3, 1/R2 = −0.05,FWHMc0 = 2.6
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Figure D.7. Plots similar to Figure D.6 but for R1 = 3, 1/R2 = 0.05,FWHMc0 = 2.6
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Figure D.8. Plots similar to Figure D.6 but for R1 = 2, 1/R2 = 0.05,FWHMc0 = 2.6
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Figure D.9. Plots similar to Figure D.6 but for R1 = 4, 1/R2 = 0.05,FWHMc0 = 2.6
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Figure D.10. Plots similar to Figure D.6 but for R1 = 3, 1/R2 = 0.05,FWHMc0 = 2.3
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Figure D.11. Plots similar to Figure D.6 but for R1 = 3, 1/R2 = 0.05,FWHMc0 = 2.9
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Figure E.1. Relations between the ratio of λRe values (λ
Conv
Re , λ
Deconv
Re , λ
G18Corr.
Re ) and the true λRe value (λ
Free
Re ) as a
function of λFreeRe . Each panel with red, blue, and green lines represents data points with λ
Conv
Re /λ
Free
Re , λ
Deconv
Re /λ
Free
Re , and
λG18Corr.Re /λ
Free
Re , respectively. Each column represents the field of view of mock IFU data used for each panel (IFU field of view
= 12′′, 17′′, 22′′, 27′′, 32′′). Each of continuous three rows represent the different combination of nSe´rsic and the IFU radial
coverage in Re (nSe´rsic=1 & radial coverage of 1.5 Re, nSe´rsic=1 & radial coverage of 2.5 Re, nSe´rsic=4 & radial coverage
of 1.5 Re, nSe´rsic=4 & radial coverage of 2.5 Re). Data points are plotted as grey dots in the background. Color lines and
the corresponding error bars are the median and the standard deviation of the data points from each bin with the bin size of
∆λFreeRe =0.1.
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Figure E.2. Relations between the ratio of λRe values (λ
Conv
Re , λ
Deconv
Re , λ
G18Corr.
Re ) and the true λRe value (λ
Free
Re ) as a
function of λFreeRe , similar to Figure E.1 but using different set of mock IFU data (subsection 5.1). Each column represents
different velocity dispersion profile steepness of the mock IFU data used for each panel (σ′ = 1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125, 0.0625). Each
of continuous three rows represents different nSe´rsic of the mock IFU data (nSe´rsic=1,2,3,4). Data points, color lines and the
corresponding error bars are plotted in the same way as Figure E.1.
